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‘Cross the borders with Live Music’
Dans l’univers du Blues, Jean
Philippe Kaufmann est non
seulement un nom connu et
reconnu, mais c’est aussi et
surtout une référence.

Jean Philippe Kaufmann is not
only appreciated but highly
recognised as a reference
in the world of Blues.

Découvreurs de nouveaux talents,
en permanence à l’écoute des
artistes confirmés ou non, son
engagement total fait l’admiration
de tous.

Always searching for new talents,
he never stops looking out for
artists, well-known or not and his
total dedication is admired by all.

A preuve, ses relations
privilégiées avec les labels, tels
Ruf, Crosscut & Severn Records,
son partenariat avec JCP Blues
Productions et de très nombreux
programmateurs, son profond
respect pour le public et son
attachement viscéral pour des
artistes qui donnent toujours le
meilleur d’eux-mêmes.

You only need to look at his close
relationship with record labels
such as Ruf, Crosscut & Severn
Records, his partnership with JCP
Blues Productions and so many
booking agents, his true respect
for the public and a deep-rooted
attachment for the artists who
give their all.

Frankie Bluesy Pfeiffer

Frankie Bluesy Pfeiffer

Paris-Move, Blues Magazine (Fr), Blues Matters ( UK)…

Paris-Move, Blues Magazine (Fr), Blues Matters ( UK)…

Welcome to the new Artists & Bands joining us!
Zakiya Hooker (USA)
Zakiya’s beautiful,silky-rich voice and her fine combination of sass and soul stage
presence has mesmerized audiences the world over. Her performances are a sheer treat of
witty, funny and emotional entertainment. As soon as she steps on the stage she becomes
one with the audience and love affair begins……………
Zakiya Hooker, the singer-songwriter daughter of an American icon is carrying her
father’s seminal Blues torch confidently into the genre’s future. Zakiya Hooker truly is
John Lee Hooker’s living legacy !!!

http://zakiyahooker.com/
All year Clubs & Festivals

Harper (AUS) & Midwest Kinds (USA)
"An amalgamation of blues, rock, funk, soul and world music, Australian singer/
songwriter "Harper" creates a heady mix of roots, jam music through his creative use of
the harp, and didgeridoo. Borrowing from western and world music, this musical
visionary develops a highly original take on the roots genre". Harper is backed by his
incredible Michigan based band "Midwest Kind"

http://www.harper.biz/
On request Clubs & Festivals

Shawn Pittman (USA)
‘His guitar work is professional and first-rate entertainment and his vocals will remind
you of the true fervor and emotion of Buddy Guy. Full Circle is an unquestionable treat.’
Musicians Realm
‘Shawn plays with the energy of a rebel rock n' roller, and the depth and soulfulness of a
seasoned bluesman.’
Blues Bytes

http://www.shawnpittman.com/
On request Clubs & Festivals
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Welcome to the new Artists & Bands joining us!
Josh Smith ( USA)
JOSH SMITH is ranking amongst today's most eclectic and most inspiringly
performing blues/rock guitar players… He's a brilliant six-string player incorporating
brightly coloured tones through a playful dialogue with the piano and organ players.
Goodtimes
June/Juli 2011
Philipp Roser

http://joshsmithguitar.com/
All year Clubs & Festivals

J.W. Jones (CAN)
“JWs got it down! So much soul and natural material! You can’t beat it! I’m telling the
truth!” - Hubert Sumlin, legendary bluesman
“This is an amazing blues band” - Dan Aykroyd, Elwood Blues
“One of this country’s top Blues guitar stars” - Globe and Mail
“Highly regarded in Blues circles” - Blues revue magazine
“A young talent moving onto Canada’s Blues stage” - Billboard magazine
http://www.jw-jones.com/
All year Clubs & Festivals

Colin Linden (CAN)
Canadian singer/songwriter Colin Linden has been delivering his own blues-oriented
rock since the early '70s. He plays into heavy gospel and folk as well, making Linden's
work most recognizable across Canada. He has released a slew of records throughout the
'80s and '90s, most notably winning a Juno Award for South at Eight-North at Nine (1993)
in 1994. He made quite an impression on the American homefront with his 1997 release
Through the Storm, Through the Night, but Linden continued making music into the new
millennium and issued Raised By the Wolves in February 2000. His collaborations also
include work with Kim Wilson, Bruce Cockburn, the Band, and Mavis Staples.
MacKenzie Wilson
http://www.colinlinden.com/
All year Clubs & Festivals
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Welcome to the new Artists & Bands joining us!
Alex schultz (USA) - Raphael Wressnig (AT) - Silvio Berger (IT)
Raphael Wressnig (Hammond B3 organ) and Alex Schultz (guitars) team up for a
‘Sweet Groove Summit’ completed by Silvio Berger on drums. They add salty Blues
for spice, lay on some funk and obtain a delicious result!
A true and authentic groove music delivered straight from the heart is all the rage these
days, and the special blend of soul, funk, blues, gospel, and jazz heard from Wressnig’s
Hammond electric organ and from Schultz’s electric guitar fits the bill.

http://raphaelwressnig.com/raphael-wressnig-alex-schultz-sweet-groove-summit/
All year Clubs & Festivals

Chris Beard Band (USA)
Son of Rochester, New-York, bluesman Joe Beard, Chris Beard was nominated for W.C
Best New Blues Artist 1998, one year before winning the Award of the Muddy Waters
Best New Blues Artist 1999.
It was related that Buddy Guy kept telling this son of the Blues just to ‘Keep on doing
what you’re doing’, and that, indeed, is all that he needs to do.

http://chrisbeard.com/
On request Clubs & Festivals

Kyla Brox ( UK )
There is no more authentic blues and soul singer in the UK than Kyla Brox. Blues and
soul because the two forms are indistinguishable when they're played right.
Her raw talent and purity is simply astonishing in an age of conveyor-belt pop idols.
‘Her breathing control is superb but, more than this… Kyla's vocal is natural and very
clean… [with] a depth of feeling…’
Blues Matters
‘An authentic soul diva… sensitive, sexy, and with infinite reserves of sassiness.’
City Life
http://www.kylabrox.com/

Pigskin Records

All year Clubs & Festivals
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Welcome to the new Artists & Bands joining us!
Lightnin’ Guy & The Mighty Gators ( BE )
‘Their shows are simply impressive. The music is rich in variation and is played with
great craftsmanship. With his intense stage appearance Lightnin’ Guy takes the audience
on an amazing blues trip. You can't stand still during a concert of this band.’
Colin Ash (www.keysandchords.com)
‘This band is solid as a rock and very powerful. Leaving space for solo’s and exploring
different styles. Lightnin’ Guy has developed a solid slide guitar style which is rich in
variation.’
Bert Lek (www.bobtjeblues.com)
http://www.lightninguy.com/
All year Clubs & Festivals

Vidar Busk ( NO )
One of the leading artists in Norwegian Blues, Vidar Busk spent his teenage years in the
States to learn from the best before returning to his native Norway.
Always evolving and changing styles, he is known for being a great interpreter of Jimi
Hendrix.
Whatever the style, Vidar always delivers the goods!

http://www.vidarbusk.no/
All Year Clubs & Festivals

Nico Duportal & His Rhythm Dudes (FR)
Rhythm & Swingin’ Blues here is perfectly suited to the kind of Music played by
Nico Duportal (Guitar/Vocal).
He takes his inspiration from the Black roots of Rock’n’Roll as well as the popular AfroAmerican music of the 40’s & 50’s including the early Rhythm & Blues and, swing .
Nico’s music is all about getting people dancin’ and shaking them up in every sense of
the world !
Oscar McLollie, Joe & Jimmy Liggins, Red Prysock & Tiny Grimes,
Little Richard, Larry Williams are some of the heroes of Nico ...

NicoDuportal & His Rhythm Dudes
All Year Clubs & Festivals
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Welcome to the new Artists & Bands joining us!
Tia & The Patient Wolves

(FR)

In 1999, when the famous Chicago Blues Festival made a stop in France, Tia met Larry
Garner who offered her to jam with him during his tour, an experience which was
repeated in his 2000 and 2001 tours.
In 2002, encouraged by Larry and many other musicians, she formed her own band
Tia and the Patient Wolves.
Tia is a young French artist who brings to her Chicago Blues influenced style a mix of
lowdown rhythm and sensuality.
http://www.tiablues.com/

Self producted

All Year Clubs & Festivals

Steve Tallis (AUS) « Blues Shaman »
"Imagine Bob Dylan or Tom Waits stuck in the Australian desert, a mysterious prophet
and seer preaching his gospel. Steve has the same abilities to write a perfect song just like
Bob and Tom’s. A unique artist with a raspy voice and a music flowing, dark and
hypnotic.
It sends shivers down the spine and drives the demons out." Tom Keller @ Folk World
(Germany)

http://www.stevetallis.com/

ZOMBI Music

All Year Clubs & Festivals

King Pepper (FR)
‘An inveterate Bluesman since he fell as a 20 year old in the magic Blues cauldron whilst
in a café, Eric Liagre has long been a fan of this musical venue in Grande-Synthe. After
eighteen years of performing with many different bands, he’s finally put together his own
project: his CD has just been released and includes 14 Afro-american Blues inspired
tracks from the 50’s. For the “In Da Houz” album, Eric has surrounded himself with the
cream of musicians.’
La Voix Du Nord

King Pepper

Self produced

All year Clubs & Festivals
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Catalogue 2012
Billy C. Farlow (USA) feat. Mercy (FR)
Billy C. Farow is an emblematic personality from the 70’s with a soft but husky voice.
Having become the charismatic singer of the band ‘Commander Cody’, he was seen on
stage at that time next to the greatest such as Jefferson Airplane, Grateful Dead, The
Doors, The Eagles, to mention but a few. Harmonica player, guitarist and composer with
a unique and unusual style, he has collaborated with some well known artists such as
John Lee Hooker, Cream, Chuck Berry, The Byrds etc. This has made him one of the
unmissable personalities on the southern states music scene, with a repertoire blending
country, rock and swamp blues.

http://www.billycfarlow.com/

http://www.mercy-evs.com/

All year Clubs & Festivals

Larry Garner (USA)
Larry Garner is perhaps the most talented blues songwriter alive today, one of the top
five bluesmen on the planet.- Real Blues

Garner's mellifluous lead guitar chops are akin to B.B. King's and are relatively free
from rock influences ... Extremely musical and imminently listenable blues that should
bring the name Larry Garner to a large audience.- Blues Revue
Larry's an undiscovered treasure lurking in the bayous. " Dr.Blues" himself thinks that
you should give him a spin. It's superior blues!Backyard Blues, Long Island Blues Society

http://www.larrygarnerbluesman.com/
On request Clubs & Festivals

Sharrie Williams (USA)

Sharrie Williams knows how to sing
the Blues…
Because she’s lived the Blues…
http://www.sharriewilliams.com/
On request Clubs & Festivals
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Catalogue 2012
Tad Robinson (USA)
Severn Records recording artist Tad Robinson has been nominated for two 2011 Blues
Music Awards! Soul Blues Male Artist of the Year, Soul Blues Album of the Year. That
makes a total of 7 BMA Nominations overall for Tad. (blues.org)
The Blues Blast Awards have also recognized Tad with a 2011nomination for:
Male Blues Artist of the Year!!!
“Robinson places near the top of the list of the finest living singers of soul blues.”
Downbeat Magazine
http://tadrobinson.com/
All year Clubs & Festivals

Terry Evans (USA)
Terry Evans eventually became a soulful, gospel-flavored vocalist fronting a band, but
his career took many steps to reach that pinnacle. Like many blues artists, his first
exposure to music was in church, where he sang in the junior choir. As is often the case,
his parents allowed him to sing only gospel, but on the sneak, he listened to blues artists
such as Elmore James, Little Walter, Albert King, and B.B. King.
Char Ham

http://www.terryevansmusic.com/

Even Flow Music

On request Clubs & Festivals

Sugar Ray & The Bluetones ( USA)
East Coast based blues band fronted by singer/harmonica man Ray Norcia and featuring
guitar work over the years by Ronnie Earl (Roomful of Blues, Ronnie Earl & the
Broadcasters) and Kid Bangham (The Fabulous Thunderbirds). Blues sensation Monster
Mike Welch added his name to the list in 2003 with the release of The Bluetones fifth
studio album. Aside from his stellar harp work, Norcia is an excellent singer, and at his
best, brings a touch of country and jazz to the blues. Hands Across the Table was released
in 2005 on Severn Records.
All Music Guide

http://www.sugarrayandthebluetones.com/
All Year Clubs & Festivals
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Catalogue 2012
Memo Gonzales & The Bluescasters ( USA )
XXL Blues

Memo Gonzalez & the Bluescasters are swinging like a suspension bridge in a
hurricane, declares British music magazine Blueprint, while Texas Blues Magazine is
wondering: ‘Who are these guys?’

Memo Gonzalez & The Bluescasters combine authentic Texas roadhouse blues with
swing and rock 'n' roll influences to deliver one hell of a live performance.

http://www.memogonzalez.com/
All Year Clubs & Festivals

Deborah Coleman ( USA )
As USA Today states, Deborah Coleman is unquestionably ‘one of blues music's most
exciting young talents’.
Though she has released four studio albums on the Blind Pig label that have firmly
established her as one of the leading lights in the blues field, it has been her knockout live
performances that have made her one of the hottest commodities on the contemporary
scene.

Deborah Coleman
On request Clubs & Festivals

Walter ’’ Wolfman’’ Washington ( USA )
Walter ‘Wolfman’ Washington has been an icon on the New Orleans music scene for
decades. His searing guitar work and soulful vocals have defined the Crescent City’s
unique musical hybrid of R&B, funk and the blues since he formed his first band in the
1970s.
Equally adept in virtually any genre, Walter ‘Wolfman’ Washington stands out in a
city full of great musicians for his unique style and uncommon grace as a guitarist,
bandleader and vocalist.

http://www.walterwolfmanwashington.com/
On request Festivals only
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Catalogue 2012
Dwayne Dopsie & The Zydeco Hellraisers ( USA )
‘America’s Hottest Accordion’ winner, Dwayne ‘Dopsie’ Rubin, plays a unique, high
energy style of Zydeco. Although inspired by tradition, he has developed his own high
energy style that defies existing stereotypes and blazes a refreshingly distinct path for 21 st
century Zydeco music.
‘Dwayne takes the instruments and traditions of Zydeco to new levels infusing blues,
soul and funk with a driving rub-board rhythm. The Zydeco Hellraisers’ sound is
relentless, pulsating and funky, easily appealing to fans of all genres.’
Toledo City Paper
http://www.dwaynedopsie.com
All year Clubs & Festivals

B.B. & The Blue Shacks ( DE )
‘Beautiful, live-type sound, crisply produced. A singer with a distinctive, easily
recognized voice.’
Volker Thormählen, NDR 1 Welle Nord Radio
‘Super songs, super musicians - and then they are also surrounded by beautiful ladies!’
Duke Robillard, legendary guitar player
‘With this well rounded album, the band succeeds in covering new ground – with a
seductive, contemporary Blues and modern, deeply felt Soul.’
Blues Matters, UK
http://www.bluesshacks.com/
All year Clubs & Festivals

Otis Clay ( USA )
Otis Clay is one of the premier deep soul and gospel singers working today. His raw,
fiery vocals drive an energetic and danceable blend of Soul, R&B and Blues in the
tradition of such deep soul singers as Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett and Solomon
Burke.

Clay launched and established his career as a deep soul singer with his first recordings
made in the mid-60s for George Leaner's One-derful label in Chicago. Fifty years later,
‘Walk A Mile In My Shoes’ is his new gospel release on his Echo Records label.

http://www.otisclay.net/

ECHO Records

On request Festivals only
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Also possible collaboration on request
Dave Specter ( USA )
Blues guitarist, bandleader and producer Dave Specter has earned an international
reputation as one of the premier young talents on the Chicago blues scene. Since 1985,
Specter has performed regularly at top blues and jazz clubs in addition to festivals and
concert halls throughout the world.
Among Dave Specter's critically acclaimed recordings, his 1991 release Bluebird Blues
reached the #1 spot on both the Living Blues national radio charts and the Tower Records
blues charts. Blues Access magazine called his ‘Left Turn on Blue’ album ‘an absolutely
gorgeous blend of vintage blues and jazz.’

http://www.davespecter.com/
Clubs & Festivals

Mike Morgan & The Crawl ( USA )
Classic Blues with a modern spirit!
When guitarist Mike Morgan and his band, The Crawl, released their 1990 Black Top
debut, Raw & Ready, the band quickly went from local Texas phenomenon to nationally
recognized blues stars. Mike Morgan and The Crawl's fiery stage shows drew rave
reviews from critics and left fans open-mouthed in amazement. With a healthy dose of
hard driving Texas blues, a touch of horn-fat Southern soul, and a splash of old-fashioned
roots rock, Mike Morgan and The Crawl are back and ready to take their aggressive,
innovative blues to fans from coast to coast.

http://www.summitartists.com/mikemorgan/
Clubs & Festivals

Mike Sanchez ( UK )
British singer, pianist and guitarist Mike Sanchez (he spent four years as a full-time
member of Bill Wyman's Rhythm Kings!) is one of the most exciting and charismatic
Rhythm & Blues and Rock’n’Roll performers.
His indelible image as a frenetic front man, pumping powerful boogie-woogie from the
piano has won him fans from all over the world and attracted a following from many
famous rock and blues legends who have lined up to work with him.

http://www.mikesanchez.co.uk/
Clubs & Festivals

Also possible collaboration on request
Paul Lamb & The King Snakes ( UK )
The King Snakes are a refreshing mixture of (relative) youth and experience. With a
wonderful, equilibrium of real blues, boogie, swing & a good time jump, be sure to catch
Paul Lamb & the King Snakes blowing up a storm, somewhere near you…
‘Simply better than the opposition from whatever side of the Atlantic they come.’
Blues Print Magazine
‘Sounds as American and black as Brits dare.’
Melody Maker Magazine
http://paullamb.com/home/

SECRET Records

Clubs & Festivals

Janiva Magness ( USA )
‘Janiva: Blues belter extraordinaire!
These days Magness is on top of the blues food chain. She’s signed to the best blues
label, Alligator, and she’s on the road promoting her ninth CD, The Devil Is an Angel
Too.’
Ventura County Star
‘Soul and blues with one of the most impressive female voices of today can be found on
‘The Devil Is An Angel Too’.... I confess this voice caught me from the first note. She is a
singer to pay attention to, whose every note is true. A voice that is rough and strong as life
and yet also yearning and tender.’
Wasser-Prawda
http://www.janivamagness.com/
Clubs & Festivals

John Németh ( USA )
‘John Németh is a natural-born Bluesman, and he proves it with every note he sings,
shaping each one with emotion, taste and inspiration. John's expressive Blues harp playing
answers his voice and fulfills his songs when he solos. John Nemeth makes it sound
easy.’

Bob Margolin
‘Boy! John Németh can really belt it out!’

Charlie Musslewhite

http://www.johnnemethblues.com/
Clubs & Festivals
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Also possible collaboration on request
John Cleary ( USA )
‘Cleary can be an absolute monster on his own, but Cleary’s full combo R&B is as
broad, deep and roiling as the Mississippi river, the combined swinging product of local
keyboard tradition, Cleary’s vocal-songwriting flair for moody Seventies soul and the
spunky-Meters roll of his Gentlemen.’
David Fricke ("Pin Your Spin" review Rolling Stone)
‘I haven’t heard anybody close to having absorbed so much funk and so many subtleties
of the different genius piano players and guitar players and rhythms of New Orleans.’
Jazziz Magazine
http://www.joncleary.com/

FHQ Records

Clubs & Festivals

Big Joe Louis & His Blues Kings feat. Little George Sueref (UK)
‘...one of the best British Blues bands ever.’
Juke Blues
‘...one of the few white bluesmen whose voice can be compared with that of black
singers...and when I add his exceptional talent as a guitarist, you can understand my
anticipation when I put this CD into my player...and I was not disappointed!’
Soul Bag (France)
‘Jamaican Blues guitar supremo...’
The Guardian
http://www.bigjoelouis.com/
Clubs & Festivals

Rag Mama Rag (UK)
RAG MAMA RAG create an exceptionally full and hard driving rhythmic sound which
soon has audiences feet tapping. Their repertoire is 20′s and 30′s Blues based, but
extremely varied, encompassing Mississippi Blues, East Coast Ragtime sounds, early
White Country tunes, Original Compositions, and many other regional styles of the 20′s
and 30′s period.
Touring non stop RAG MAMA RAG have played at many major festivals in Europe and
beyond.

http://rag-mama-rag.com/

Self produced

All year Clubs & Festivals
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Also possible collaboration on request
Saga & Jefferson Ray ( USA )
Saga is an adventurer (hence the pseudonym), a presence and a voice. Both raspy and
husky, it is a voice which reminds you of Tom Waits’ and Fred Blondin’s, a voice
which sings subtle and rich texts in the spirit of Léo Ferré and Serge Gainsbourg. Saga
is a Frenchie settled in California and who’s made a name in the States singing in French!
How ironic?
Together with brilliant guitar player Jefferson Ray, Saga has released in December 2011
‘La Trace’, an album with hard-hitting texts and melodies to match: it’s the world of ‘Sin
City’ French style, a world that must be discovered ‘live’!

http://www.myspace.com/sagamusique

Wolf House M

Clubs & Festivals

In Volt (FR)
IN VOLT, the definitive Rock’n’Blues band!
‘A supercharged battery with the energised power of a Led Zeppelin mixing Rock and
Blues with that inimitable ‘Je ne sais quoi’ unique to the French!
Watch out for the lead vocal, a kind of French Jekyll & Hyde…
Their new, multi-facetted and highly colourful album must be handled with care… it is
highly addictive!!!! You’ve been warned…’
Nathalie Nat’ Harrap (Blues Matters)
‘From AC/DC to Deep Purple via Led Zep, IN VOLT (apparently named after an
Australian current) bursts on stage with a maturity and an exceptional repertoire from
acoustic to a highly energetic Blues Rock.’
Alain Hermanstadt (Blues Again)
http://www.involt.fr/

Volt Prod

All year Clubs & Festivals

Elmore D (BE) - Big Dave (BE) - Lazy Horse (NL)
Elmore D re-interprets pre-World War II blues music, in particular slide guitar players
such as Casey Bill Weldon, Kokomo Arnold and Blind Willie McTell. He was influenced
by jug and washboard musicians including the Memphis Jug Band, the Cannon Jug
Stompers, Washboard Sam, Memphis Minnie, Big Bill Broonzy and Lead Belly. Other
influences by more contemporary artists include the Electric Rag Band, the Country Blues
Project (Germany), Preacher Boy, Gordon Smith, Paul Geremiah, Paul Rishell and Annie
Raines.

http://www.elmored.be/index.html

Self produced

All year Clubs & Festivals
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